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Abstract: The world’s oceans are under stress from climate change, acidification and other human
activities, and the UN has declared 2021–2030 as the decade for marine science. To monitor the marine
waters, with the purpose of detecting discharges of tracers from unknown locations, large areas will
need to be covered with limited resources. To increase the detectability of marine gas seepage we
propose a deep probabilistic learning algorithm, a Bayesian Convolutional Neural Network (BCNN),
to classify time series of measurements. The BCNN will classify time series to belong to a leak/no-leak
situation, including classification uncertainty. The latter is important for decision makers who must
decide to initiate costly confirmation surveys and, hence, would like to avoid false positives. Results
from a transport model are used for the learning process of the BCNN and the task is to distinguish
the signal from a leak hidden within the natural variability. We show that the BCNN classifies time
series arising from leaks with high accuracy and estimates its associated uncertainty. We combine
the output of the BCNN model, the posterior predictive distribution, with a Bayesian decision rule
showcasing how the framework can be used in practice to make optimal decisions based on a given
cost function.
Keywords: deep learning; Bayesian convolutional neural network; uncertainty quantification; time
series classification; CO2 -leak detection

1. Introduction
The world’s oceans are under tremendous stress from global warming, ocean acidification and other
human activities [1], and the UN has declared 2021–2030 as the ocean decade (https://en.unesco.
org/ocean-decade). Monitoring the marine environment is a part of the ecosystem-based Marine
Spatial Planning initiative by the IOC [2] and Life Under Water is number 14 of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals.
The aim here is to study how the use of machine-learning techniques, combined with physical
modeling, can assist in designing and operating a marine environmental monitoring program.
The purpose of monitoring is to detect tracer discharges from an unknown location. Examples
are accidental release of radioactive, biological, or chemical substances from industrial complexes,
e.g., organic waste from fish farms in Norwegian fjords [3] and other contaminants that might have
adverse effects on marine ecosystems [4].
As a case study, we use the monitoring of areas in which large amounts of CO2 are stored
in geological formations deep underneath the seafloor. Such storage is a part of the Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS) technology and, according to the International Energy Agency and The
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, will be a key factor to reach the below −1.5 ◦ C goal
and should account for 14% of the total CO2 reduction [5,6]. Due to the large amount of CO2 to be
stored, and as a precaution, the marine environment will have to be monitored for indications of a leak
through the seafloor to compile with regulations (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0031&from=EN) [7–9].
A challenge for detecting CO2 seeps to marine waters is that CO2 is naturally present in marine
environments and the concentration is highly variable due to local transport by water masses, uptake
of atmospheric CO2 , temperature, biological activity, geochemistry of the sediments and other factors.
Therefore, a CO2 seep signal can be hidden within natural variability. The purpose here is to classify
noisy time series into two classes: leak vs no-leak.
Time series classification (TSC), or distinguishing of ordered sequences, is a classical problem
within the field of data mining [10,11]. The problem has been tackled with numerous different
approaches; see for instance Bagnall et al. [12].
Distance-based methods use a measure of distance, or similarity, between times series. They then
combine them with a distance-based classifier. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Euclidean
distance are typical examples of metrics between time series. DTW seems to be the most successful
distance-based method, as it allows for perturbations, shifts, variations and in the temporal
domain [13,14].
Feature-based methods extract features from the time series and use traditional classification
methods on the extracted features [12]. Traditional signal-processing techniques, using various
transforms, e.g., Fast Fourier Transform or Discrete Wavelet Transform, are often used as preprocessing
steps to generate features for traditional classifiers.
Model-based TSC uses time series generated by some underlying process model, and new time
series can be assigned to the model class that fits best. Typical models used for model-based time series
classification are auto-regressive models [15] and hidden Markov models [16].
There are also many other techniques, such as Gaussian processes [17] and functional data
analysis [18,19] that can be successfully applied to the TSC problem.
According to Bagnall et al. [12], the state-of-the-art TSC algorithms are the Collective of Transformation
Based Ensembles (COTE) [20] and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [13,14] in combination with some
classifier, e.g., k-nearest-neighbor or decision tree. More recently, COTE has been extended to use a
hierarchical vote system, resulting in the HIVE-COTE algorithm, a significant improvement over the COTE
algorithm [21]. HIVE-COTE is a hierarchical method combining different classifiers into ensembles to
increase the performance of the classification capabilities. It combines 37 different classifiers that use all the
above-mentioned techniques, including frequency, and shapelet transformation domains. HIVE-COTE is
currently the classifier that performs best on the UCR-datasets [12], and it is considered state of the art in
TSC. The major drawback with both COTE and DTW methods is the high computational cost.
Lately, the hegemony of COTE and DTW has been challenged by several efforts of using artificial
neural networks for TSC [22]. For example Zheng et al. [23] applied Multi-Channel Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (MC-CNN) on data for human activity as well as on congestive hearing failure data.
They found that MC-CNN is more efficient, and competitive in accuracy, compared to state-of-the-art
traditional TSC algorithms (1-NN DTW). A fully Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), deep
multilayer perceptions network (Dense Neural Network, DNN) and a deep Residual Neural Network
architecture was tested in a univariate TSC setting in [24]. They found that both their fully connected
Convolutional Neural Network and the deep Residual Neural Network architectures achieve better
performance compared to other state-of-the-art approaches.
Both Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [25] and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for
TSC are showing state-of-the-art performance, outperforming other techniques on some datasets,
but not on others [22–24]. Due to their nature, RNNs are a natural choice when dealing with time
series; however, one of their drawbacks is that they use more time on optimization. In a review of
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TSC methods, Fawaz et al. [22] found that CNNs outperform RNNs not only in training time, but also
in accuracy.
An important issue that many TSC techniques cannot achieve is to quantify prediction uncertainty.
One way to overcome this limitation, and retain state-of-the-art predictive power, is to use Bayesian
Neural Networks [26], e.g., Bayesian Convolutional Neural Networks (BCNNs) or Bayesian Recurrent
Neural Networks (BRNNs). These have the same advantages as the standard neural networks, but have
the have the additional benefit of providing posterior predictive distributions.
When dealing with a binary classification problem, such as the leak vs. no-leak classification used
here, the output from a Bayesian Neural Network is a probability estimate, or level of uncertainty,
of the class that a given time series belongs to. This uncertainty is important information when
making decisions based on the classification, such as to mobilize a costly confirmation and localization
survey [27].
The major drawback with classical Bayesian Neural Networks is their failure to up-scale to
large data sets. Gal and Ghahramani [28] have recently proposed to use Bernoulli dropout during
both the training and the testing stages. This can be viewed as an approximate variational inference
technique [28]. Blundell et al. [29] presented an algorithm called Bayes by backprop and showed that
it can efficiently estimate the distributions over the model parameters. Shridhar et al. [30] applied
the Bayes by backprop algorithm in different CNNs and for different data sets, and compared it with
the Gal and Ghahramani approach. They found that the two approaches are comparable. The simple
and applicable nature of the method by Gal and Ghahramani has made it popular in a wide range of
applications where quantification of uncertainty is important, e.g., [31–33].
In their review of the status and future of deep-learning approaches in oceanography,
Malde et al. [34] argues that deep learning is still an infant method within marine science. Neural
network models have been applied to various environmental data, e.g., [35,36], and there have been
some efforts regarding classification of environmental time series, e.g., [37,38]. To our knowledge, using
a probabilistic deep-learning approach, such as BCNN, has yet to be explored on the environmental
time series. This is the motivation for the present work.
We use Gal and Gahrmani’s BCNN on the classical statistical problem of TSC and show that it can
be a valuable tool for environmental time series analysis. Our aim is to contribute to the community of
TSC, here focusing on the CCS, geo-science and oceanography applications.
A recent technique for gas seep detection is based on relatively simple threshold techniques of the
difference between time lags in time series [39], and we are certain that our study can be a contribution
to increase detectability and thus optimization of monitoring programs in future CCS projects.
We present a solution to the binary classification problem of detecting CO2 seeps in the marine
environment using the Scottish Goldeneye area as the case study.
Classifying time series requires data for all the classes, i.e., time series of the variables in
question for no-leak and leak conditions. The no-leak situation represents natural environmental
statistics, i.e., the environmental baseline, and should be based on in situ measurements, preferably
supplemented with model simulations [40]. Time series for the seep situations must rely on process
modelling, simulating the different processes involved during a seep [41–44], preferably supported
by in situ and laboratory experiments [45]. The use of modeling data in this case is a necessity since
the data corresponding to the leak scenarios are difficult, expensive, and, in some cases, impossible
to obtain.
Moreover, the trained deep neural network can be used in a transfer learning setting [46], i.e., we
can pre-train a neural network on the model data, fix the parameter weights in the first few layers,
and then train the network with the limited in situ measurement data as input. The conjecture is that
the first few layers adequately represent the core feature characteristics of the time series, and thus
reduce the need for in situ data.
Here we use model data from the Goldeneye area, in the Scottish sector of the North Sea, obtained
through the STEMM-CCS project (http://www.stemm-ccs.eu). The simulations are performed with the
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Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model (FVCOM) [47] coupled with European Regional Seas Ecosystem
Model (ERSEM) [48]. Different scenarios have been created in a statistically sound manner to train
the BCNN. Deep learning can be used as surrogate models to extend the results from PDE simulators;
see e.g., Hähnel et al. [49] and Ruthotto and Haber [50]. Here instead we simulate data with a
computational fluid dynamics model, and use neural networks to estimate model parameters.
This manuscript is outlined in the following manner: In Section 2 we present the underlying
framework for Monte Carlo dropout (MC dropout) and BCNN in a binary TSC context. We present
a general deep-learning framework, Bayesian Neural Networks, how the stochastic regularization
technique MC dropout can produce predictive distributions, Bayesian decision theory and presents an
algorithm for decision support in environmental monitoring under uncertainty. In Section 3, we apply
the MC dropout for the case study at the Goldeneye area. Here we describe the data and how it is
pre-processed, present the model, architecture and hyper-parameter settings. We use the output of the
classifier in a Bayesian decision rule setting with varying cost function and demonstrates our proposed
algorithm. Section 4 summarize our findings, compare our approach with relevant literature, discuss
strengths and weaknesses and proposes potential extensions and further work.
2. Methods
MC dropout and BCNN was introduced by Gal and Gharmani in [28,51,52] and we follow their
notation in this section.
2.1. Problem Formulation
Let x ∈ Rm be a time series of m observations. We assume that any time series x ∈ X, where X
is a large set of N time series of the length m, can be assigned to either the no-leak or the leak class.
In what follows, we label x with the vector c0 := (1, 0) if it corresponds to the no-leak class, and with
c1 := (0, 1) for the leak class. The labeled time series {x, y}, y ∈ {c0 , c1 } is referred to as an instance,
and the ordered set of instances (X, Y) as a data set. Time series could be pre-processed measurements
of, e.g., pH or tracer concentrations. The task of binary TSC is to design a classifier that is a function
that maps the time series x to a probability of a class p(y = ci ), i = 0, 1 based on the training data (X, Y).
As p(y = c0 ) = 1 − p(y = c1 ), we simply write p(y) instead of p(y = c1 ) further on if no clarification
is needed. The classifier can be approximated by a universal approximation such as an artificial neural
network. A traditional neural network has the disadvantage of having no knowledge of the error of
the classifier approximation. This shortcoming can be resolved by using a Bayesian framework which
allows for distributions over the model weights. Sampling randomly from the distribution of network
weights and predicting with each sampled weight results in a posterior predictive distribution of the
class p(y).
2.2. Artificial Neural Network
Here we use a single hidden layer model for the convenience of notation. The framework can be
expanded to arbitrary number of hidden layers. A single hidden layered neural network is defined as
y
b = fW1 ,W2 ,b1 ,b2 (x) := S2 (S1 (xW1 + b1 )W2 + b2 ).
Here y
b = (yb1 , yb2 ) ∈ R2 , S1 and S2 are activation functions and ω = {W1 , W2 , b1 , b2 } are the
parameters of network model. In particular, W1 ∈ Rm×k , W2 ∈ Rk×2 , and b1 ∈ Rk , and b2 ∈ R2 .
In this study we use convolutions to transform the input to the hidden layer. This means that we
restrict the structure of the weight matrix W1 to be a convolution and instead of learning the best fit
over all possible weight matrices learn the best fit over all weight matrices that are convolutions. Using
convolutions in this transformation is what is referred to as a convolutional layer.
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To obtain the probability of x being classified with a label y, we use a SoftMax activation function, i.e.,
S2 ( z ) =

exp(z)
.
exp(z1 ) + exp(z2 )

In classification the cross entropy loss function is the natural choice, and minimizing the cross
entropy is equivalent to minimizing the negative log likelihood
N

Eω (X, Y) = −

∑ yn log(ybn ) = − log p(Y|fω (X)).

n =1

To avoid the model overfitting on the training set, which typically results in a failure to generalize
the model, regularization is often added. One of the choices is L2 regularization, which penalize the
model parameters with squared L2 norm and gives the following objective function

C(ω) = − log p(Y|fω (X)) + λ1 ||W1 ||22 + λ2 ||W2 ||22 + λ3 ||b1 ||22 + λ4 ||b2 ||22 ,

(1)

where λi > 0, i = 1, . . . , 4 are regularization parameters. The importance of L2 regularization will
become evident in Section 2.4. Minimizing the objective Equation (1) with respect to the parameters ω,
trough the techniques of back-propagation and stochastic gradient decent is the core task in machine
learning. This process will give a point estimate for each model parameter. In many situations, it is
important to quantify the uncertainty of the prediction outcome. In this case a Bayesian take on the
problem is suitable.
2.3. Bayesian Neural Networks and Bayesian Parameter Estimation
In a neural network for binary TSC we want to estimate parameters or weights ω that best
determine which class the time series belongs to. For a Bayesian Neural Network, any knowledge we
have on the weights before training are referred to as the prior and denoted p(ω). The prior can be
updated after observing a new time series (X, Y), to reflect the most likely values of ω
p(ω|X, Y) =

p(ω) p(Y|X, ω)
.
p (Y|X)

Here, p(ω|X, Y) is called the posterior distribution of ω, while p(Y|X, ω) is referred to as the
model (here the neural network architecture) or likelihood function. The marginal likelihood p(Y|X) is
defined as the integral
Z
p (Y|X) =

p(Y|X, ω) p(ω)dω.

The posterior predictive distribution is defined such that,
p(y∗ |x∗ , X, Y) =

Z

p(y∗ |x∗ , ω) p(ω|X, Y)dω,

(2)

where x∗ represent a new observation with unknown target value y∗ . By varying ω, Equation (2), can
be viewed as an ensemble of models weighted by p(ω|X, Y). It is difficult and sometimes impossible
to solve Equation (2) analytically, thus we often resort to Monte Carlo (MC) sampling. If we have the
distribution over the weights in the neural network we can simply sample from the distribution of
these to get the posterior predictive distribution, i.e., estimate of the uncertainty of the time series
class predicted by the neural network. If the Monte Carlo sampling becomes too computational costly,
we can turn to other approximation methods such as variational inference or MC dropout.
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2.4. Monte Carlo Dropout
Dropout [53] is a stochastic regularization technique where during training, noise in the model
is introduced by randomly setting a proportion of the nodes in the model to zero in each batch.
Which nodes that are set to zero is determined by a Bernoulli distribution. During prediction dropout
is turned off, resulting in a point estimate of class probabilities. MC dropout is basically the same;
however, during prediction dropout is still turned on, randomly shutting a proportion of the nodes
off. In this way, dropout generates a distribution over the model parameters by repeating the nodes
sampling several times and predicting for each configuration. The process is similar to a bootstrap
procedure [54]. MC dropout thus produces a posterior predictive distribution for the class probabilities.
The process of dropping out units in the feature space (i.e., dropping out nodes) can be translated to
the parameters space.
b 2 , b1 , b2 } which allow for a convenient
b 1, W
We denote the dropped out weights ω
b = {W
representation of the MC dropout objective function. Here we also use data sub-sampling
(mini-batches) with random index set S of size M and
b i,W
b 2i , b1 , b2 } = {diag(e
ω
b i = {W
b1i )W1 , diag(e
b2i )W2 , b1 , b2 },
1
with e
b1i ∼ p(e
b1i ) and e
b2i ∼ p(e
b2i ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N where p(e1 ) and p(e2 ) is Bernoulli distributions with
probabilities p1 and p2 respectively. Thus, we define the objective function over the mini-batch sets
such that
b ω) = − 1 ∑ log p(Yi |fωb i (Xi ))
L(
M i ∈S

(3)

+λ1 kW1 k22 + λ2 kW2 k22 + λ3 kb1 k22 + λ4 kb2 k22 .
Trough back-propagation and stochastic gradient decent we find optimal parameters for the model fω as
b ω ).
arg min L(
ω

We must integrate over the weights to get the posterior predictive distribution, as shown in
Equation (2). With weights optimized we can use the model to predict new classes given some new
input x∗ . To approximate the posterior predictive distribution we use a MC estimator to integrate over
the weights. The weights ω
b t ∼ p(ω|X, Y) are generated from the posterior distribution such that,
p(y∗ |x∗ , X, Y) =

Z

p(y∗ |x∗ , ω) p(ω|X, Y)dω ≈

1
T

T

→ E[y∗ ],
∑ fωb t (x∗ ) −T−−
→∞

t =1

which is an unbiased estimator and what we referred to as MC dropout.
In [51] Gal showed that variational inference could be approximated by MC dropout. This is
the case if the derivatives of the two objective functions corresponding variational inference and MC
dropout, with respect to the model parameters, are equal. This is true if the so-called KL condition
is satisfied. In the same paper, Gal showed that Gaussian priors over the model parameters satisfy
this KL condition for large enough hidden units. So, with Gaussian priors, MC dropout approximates
variational inference. While there could be some other priors that satisfy the KL condition, MC
dropout and variational inference are not generally equivalent. For this reason we use the Gaussian
priors, which are well known to be equivalent to L2 regularization. We refer the reader to Gal and
Ghahramani [28,51] for details.
2.5. Uncertainty Estimation in MC Dropout
In regression task Gal and Ghahramani [28] derived an analytical estimate of the predictive
mean and variance. For classification, they only presented an analytical estimate for the first
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order moment. That means other measures of the uncertainty must be obtained in a classification
setting. One approach would be to model the log-probabilities instead and calculate the mean and
standard error of the log-probability. In order to keep it simple, we have adopted the strategy by
Leibig et al. [31]. They solved a binary classification problem on images with MC dropout (actually a
Bayesian Convolutional Neural Network) and used the empirical standard deviation of the positive
class as an estimate of the uncertainty in the prediction. We adopt this intuitive estimate of uncertainty
in our presentation of results. The empirical mean of the predicted leak is defined as
bLeak =
µ

1
T

T

∑ p(y∗ = c1 |x∗ , ωb t ),

t =1

and empirical standard deviation as

b
σLeak

v
u
u1
=t
T

T

∑ [ p(y∗ = c1 |x∗ , ωb t ) − µbLeak ]2 ,

t =1

where T is number of forward passes.
2.6. Bayesian Decision Making
We want to use the information gained about the uncertainty of the TSC to decide about whether
or not consider the classification as a leak or no-leak situation. Bayesian decision theory [55] can
be used to make an optimal decision based on cost related to the different choices one could make.
We describe a Bayesian decision rule with loss functions and present an algorithm for probabilistic
decision support in Section 2.7. This algorithm is applied and showcased through an example in
Section 3.7.
A loss function in terms of Bayesian decision-making states how costly an action or decision is.
In a binary classification setting we have two classes c : {c1 , c2 } and a possible actions {α1 , . . . , α a }.
The loss function λ(αi |c j ) is the cost associated with taking action αi if the class is c j . By considering
the loss associated with a decision we can define the expected loss or conditional risk
2

R ( α i |x) =

∑ λ ( α i | c j ) P ( c j |x).

(4)

j =1

Here, P(c j |x) is the posterior predictive probability for a given class c j , given a time series x.
Remember, the predictive posterior distribution is estimated through MC estimation from the BCNN
for each time series. Given a time series x it is possible to minimize the expected loss by choosing the
action that minimizes the conditional risk. A decision rule R is a function that takes the input time
series to a space of possible actions R : Rd → {α1 , . . . , α a }. The expected loss of a decision rule can be
stated as
Z
L = R(α(x)|x) p(x)dy.
The aim is to use the rule α(·) that minimizes R(α(y)|y) for all y. Minimize the conditional risk
based on the actions is in fact the optimal decision given our information
α∗ = arg min R(αi |x)
αi
c

= arg min ∑ λ(αi |c j ) P(c j |x).
αi

j =1
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In the case of only two possible actions and classes, the conditional risk can be expressed as
R(α1 |x) = λ11 P(c1 |x) + λ12 P(c2 |x),
R(α2 |x) = λ21 P(c1 |x) + λ22 P(c2 |x).
The decision rule then becomes to choose the actions which give the smallest overall risk. We
choose action α1 if
R ( α1 |x) < R ( α2 |x).
From Equation (4) we have that the risk can be expressed in terms of the loss function and the
posterior distribution. In the two class and action case, we decide action α1 if

(λ21 − λ11 ) P(c1 |x) > (λ12 − λ22 ) P(c2 |x).
We want to use the concepts outlined above for the classified time series and their posterior
predictive distribution. This results in a novel approach for decision support in environmental
monitoring under uncertainty.
2.7. Decision Support in Environmental Monitoring under Uncertainty
In context of decision-making, we need to define a posterior summary function Γ that summarizes
the posterior distribution. Examples of posterior summary functions are the expectation and the
maximum a posterior (MAP) of the predictive posterior distribution generated from the BCNN.
The posterior predicted expectation can be approximated as the average of the realizations
P(c j |x) = Γ({ Pt (c j |x)}1≤t≤T ) ≈

1
T

T

∑ Pt (c j |x).

(5)

t =1

Alternatively, we can use the mode or maximum a posterior probability (MAP) of the sample
distribution, i.e., the probability that most often occur in the predictive posterior distribution.
The posterior predictive distribution do not have a uniform discretization, and each sample may be
unique. A function H takes Pt (c j |x) as input and maps the realizations t into K bins with consecutive,
non-overlapping intervals such that H( Pt (c j |x)) = Pk (c j |x), where k = 1, . . . , K. An estimate of the
predictive posterior distribution through the mode/MAP is then to find the bin with most counts and
its associated probability
P(c j |x) = Γ({ Pt (c j |x)}1≤t≤T ) ≈ H( Pt (c j |x)) ≈ arg max Pk (c j |x)/K

(6)

k ∈{1,...,K }

With Equations (5) and (6) in mind, we present a three-step procedure for probabilistic decision
support in environmental monitoring which is presented in pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Step 1 in Algorithm 1 is costly; however, this is not the case of step 2 and 3. The majority of the
time will be devoted to optimizing the weights of the BCNN. When step 1 first has been performed,
that is training of the BCNN, step 2 and step 3 can be conducted independent of step 1.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for decision support in environmental monitoring under uncertainty
Input:
- Training set X, y
- Unlabeled time series x∗
- Number of realizations in posterior sampling T
- Number of classes C
- CCN model fω with weights ω
- Posterior summary function Γ({ Pt (c j |x)}1≤t≤T )
- λ(αi |c j ) cost associated with taking action αi if the class is c j
1
Optimize CNN model weights with MC dropout algorithm
p(ω|X, y) ← Optimize BCNN model
2
Generate posterior predictive distribution from optimized BCNN
ω
b t ∼ p(ω|X, y) ← Simulate T samples from the posterior distribution of the weights
p(y∗ |x∗ , X, Y) ≈ fωb t (x∗ ) ∈ RC×T ← Estimate posterior predictive distribution for all classes
Pt (c j |x∗ ) = fωb t (x∗ ) j ∈ RT ← Extract the posterior distribution for class c j with T samples
P(c j |x∗ ) = Γ({ Pt (c j |x)}1≤t≤T ) ← Approximate P(c j |x∗ ) with e.g., (5) or (6)
3.
Make optimal decision based on posterior predictive distribution
C

α∗ = arg min ∑ λ(αi |c j ) P(c j |x∗ ) ← Minimize the conditional risk.
αi

j =1

return α∗ ← Optimal decision αi based on P(c j |x∗ ) and cost function λ(αi |c j )

3. Case Study—Goldeneye CCS Site
3.1. Data
The data used in this study has been produced with FVCOM coupled with a biochemical tracer
model, ERSEM via the framework for aquatic biogeochemical models coupler [48]. This framework
provides spatio-temporal time series (4D) for both carbon chemistry and biological processes, and can
model the natural variability of CO2 transportation in the oceans. Furthermore, it is possible to produce
artificial leaks on the seafloor that blend with the natural variation, to produce realistic simulations
of CO2 -leaks. Cazenave et al. [56] produced a data set to present an approach to design marine
monitoring networks for CO2 storage, where they used a weighted greedy algorithm to identify, based
on a limited number of sample stations, spots that give best possible coverage. Here we adopt the
CO2 concentration data from Cazenave et al. simulations, after some preprocessing steps, as input
for the probabilistic deep-learning framework. The data from Cazenave et al. consist of four different
simulations, one without any leakage, i.e., only the natural variability, and three with leak at the center
of the domain with three different release rates. These different simulations are referred to as scenarios,
and are labeled 0T (or no-leak), 30T, 300T and 3000T. The labeling are based on the amount of tons
CO2 that is released per day in each simulation. We refer the reader to the paper [56] for more details
about the simulations, setup and the different scenarios in general. Figure 1 shows the depth at the
Goldeneye area where the leak simulations was conducted.
3.1.1. Description of Data Set
The simulation output consists of a 4D dataset, three spatial dimensions; latitude, longitude and
depth as well as a fourth time dimension. There are in total 1736 nodes and 24 layer that make up
an irregular triangulation in the latitude-longitude dimension and the resolution is refined near the
leak. In the depth dimension sigma layers are used that is the resolution varies with the bathymetry.
There are 1736 × 24 = 41,664 (nodes and layers) time series for each simulation and the time series
has 1345 time steps. The time between each time step is 15 min, which means the simulations last for
approximately 14 days. The data has been split in two with respect to time, where the layer closest to
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the seafloor in the second half of the data set is used for testing and the first half of the time series is
used for training and validation. The 4 simulations we received resulted in a total of 166,656 time series
of which 70% of the data in the first split have been used for training and 30% validation. After labeling
the data (see Section 3.1.2), the training and validation data consisted of 24.2% and 75.8% time series
labeled as leak and no-leak respectively. The test data consisted of 36.2% time series labeled as leak
and 69.8% time series as no-leak. See Table 1.

Figure 1. (a) FVCOM domain used in which resolution varies from 15 km at the open boundaries to
0.5 km at the release site. The black box indicates the extents of the grid shown in (b). (b) The nested
domain with resolution from 0.5 km at the boundary to 3 m at the release site (red star). The black box
in (b) indicates the extent of the Goldeneye complex [56].
Table 1. Overview of the train, validation and test data.

Training Data
Validation Data
Test Data

Leak

No-Leak

# Time Series

Start/End

75.8%
75.8%
69.8%

24.2%
24.2%
36.2%

116,659
49,997
6944

Start
Start
End

3.1.2. Preprocessing of Data
There have been five main steps of preprocessing before the data is fed to the model: Removal
of time steps, splitting of the time series into two, labeling of data, time lag differencing and
standardization of the data. First of all we remove the first 245 time steps of the original data due to a
spin-up period of the hydrodynamic simulations, such that the data to be used further have a time
dimension of 1100. Secondly, we split the data in two, using the first 550 time steps as training and
validation and the last 550 time steps as test data. This is done so the test data becomes less correlated
with the training and validation data sets. One of the simulations are without any leakage, and by
subtracting the relevant values from the simulation with leak from the one without gives the true
footprint of the leakage. Based on the true footprint a threshold can be chosen to label time series
as either leak or no-leak. The recommended uncertainty measure from [57] on dissolved inorganic
carbon is 1 µmol/kg and corresponds to approximately 1.0236 m mol/m3 (which is the output of the
hydrodynamic simulations) with a density of seawater of 1023.6 kg/m3 . The density will change with
depth and location. Here we use a threshold of 0.01 mmol/m 3 such that if the true footprint at some
point has been above this value the corresponding time series will be labeled as a leak. The two last
steps of the preprocessing is to apply the difference transform and standardize the data. Applying a
difference transform can help stabilize the mean of the time series by removing changes in the level
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of a time series and so eliminating and reducing trend and seasonality. Instead of assessing the time
series itself changes in the signal is analyzed (an approximation of the derivative). Blackford et al.
studied changes in the pH to determine if a leak was present in [39]. It makes sense to apply the
difference transform in an anomaly detection perspective, where abnormal changes and patterns in the
time series can be a good indicator if a leakage is present or not. Standardization of the data should
improve the conditioning of the optimization problem, and speed up the training process.
3.2. Model for TSC: Bayesian Convolutional Neural Networks
We use a traditional 1D Convolutional Neural Network model to classify time series. The model
has 4 convolutional layers with ReLu activation functions [58], each followed by a MC dropout and
MaxPooling layer, where MaxPooling is a down-sampling technique in convolutional neural networks.
The first and last convolutional layers have 128 filters, while the middle layers both have filter size of
256. The kernel size of the convolutional layers is {7, 5, 3, 2} from first to last and we apply a stride
of 1. We use the same dropout rate of 50% for all MC dropout layers and all MaxPooling layers have a
pool size of 2. The dropout rate of 50% gives the largest variance over the model weights. Interpreting
dropout as an ensemble of networks, a dropout rate of 50% produces most possible combinations,
and thus the largest variability over weights and posterior predictive distribution. According to
Baldi et al. [59], the 50% rate results in the strongest regularization effect, but has the disadvantage
of potentially worse convergence than other dropout rates. There may exist dropout rates that gives
better accuracy. However, to maximize the variance of the predictive posterior distribution, 50% rate is
favorable. The last part of the model is a flattening layer followed by a dense layer with two nodes and
SoftMax activation function, resulting in two SoftMax probabilities, one for each class. An illustration
of the model is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Illustration of the Bayesian Convolutional Neural Network Model used.

Mathematically we can express the model in terms of the weights, bias and activation functions
b 1 + b)W
b 2 )W
b 3 )W
b 4 )W5 .
y
b = σS (σR (σR (σR (σR (xW
cl
Here the subscript S and R refer to a SoftMax and ReLu activation functions, respectively. The W
notation, indicates that nodes are dropped out with a Bernoulli distribution, and that there are in total
four layers l = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. It is only the first four layers that include MC dropout regularization.
The model has 435842 trainable parameters and for optimization of the we use the well-known
ADAM [60] algorithm. The goal is to find the parameters φ = {W1 , W2 , W3 , W4 , W5 , b} such that
the Lbdropout (φ) is minimized; see Equation (3). A early stopping regime is also introduced to avoid
overfitting and the validation loss is monitored and the optimization stopped after 50 epochs if no
improvement is observed. We used a batch size of 256 and monitored both the accuracy and the loss.
An illustration of the convergence of the training and validation of the model is showed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Convergence of the BCNN. In total it ran for 334 epochs, approximately two hours of
train/validation time with a NVIDIA Titan V GPU.

3.3. Performance of the Classifier
Figure 4 shows the proportion of true positive vs. true negatives and the Area Under the Curve
(AUC). Higher the AUC indicates that the model is better at distinguishing between leak and no
leak. Given the costs associated with true positives/negatives and false negatives/positives these
characteristics will be useful for designing monitoring program and decision-making in mobilizing the
leak confirmation phase.

Figure 4. ROC-curves for the three leak scenarios. The 0T scenario is not included since it in all cases
will be classified as no-leak, i.e., there are no false positives.

In Figure 5, we show two histograms of the prediction probability and standard deviation split by
the different scenarios. If we concentrate on the edges on the prediction probability histogram we see
that the majority of the time series is classified as no-leak or leak and falls within the first and last bins,
indicating good classification capabilities. The 0T scenario is not represented on the right-hand side of
the histogram which is in line with our expectations as the classifier should not predict leaks when
there is none. Smaller leaks have also fewer time series that are classified as leaks, which is intuitively
since leaks with larger flux have a more distinct footprint that can be transported further. Assessing
the histogram of the standard deviation, it is observed that smaller leaks scenarios have more spread
than larger ones. A larger leak has a stronger signal and thus is easier to classify.
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Figure 5. (Left Panel) Prediction probability for each scenario plotted as a histogram. (Right Panel)
Standard deviation for each scenario plotted as a histogram. The central observation is that most of the
time series is classified as either leak = 0 or No-leak = 1. Minor leaks have a smaller proportion of the
time series that are classified as leaks than larger ones and smaller leaks are associated with a higher
degree of uncertainty than the larger ones.

In Figure 6 the rolling mean and standard deviations with respect to the different scenarios is
plotted against the distance from the leak location. We have used a quite high window size of 50
to catch and visualize trends in the data. 30T, 300T and 3000T scenario have a high confident in its
prediction to about 0.1, 0.3 and 1–2 km, respectively. After this the classifier becomes less confident
that there is a leakage present. For the 0T scenario a corresponding decrease in confident is observed,
until it reaches its peak around 4 km. The most uncertain area of the 0T scenario coincides with the
most uncertain area of the leak scenarios. That is the region from approximately 1 to 10 km from
the leakage.

Figure 6. (Right panel) A moving mean of the prediction probability vs. the distance from the leakage.
(Left panel) A moving standard deviation vs. the distance from the leakage. For the moving statistics,
all points are evenly weighted.

Calculating the area under the graph for each of the scenarios in Figure 6 gives us information
on the detectability of each scenario and what scenario that are associated with highest uncertainty.
The 0T scenario have the lowest area under the graph for both the prediction probability and the
standard deviation, meaning that on average this is the scenario associated with highest predictive
power but also the lowest uncertainty (For the 0T scenario the target is a prediction probability of 0
and not 1 as for the other scenarios). With increasing flux we observe increased area under the graph,
indicating that larger flux is related to detection further away from the source. It is also observed a
decrease in area under the graph for the standard deviation, indicating that smaller leaks are associated
with higher degree of uncertainty. We refer to both Table 2 and Figure 6.
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Table 2. Approximation of area under the graph for the different scenarios for both prediction and
standard deviation.
Scenario

Prediction Probability

Standard Deviation

0T
30T
300T
3000T

90.15
624.25
633.58
773.77

115.48
183.54
161.82
153.94

Figure 7 shows a 2D histogram of the entire test data set, i.e., all scenarios combined, where the
prediction probability is plotted against the standard deviation. Due to high density around 0 and
1 the color that represent the density has log-scale. As in showed in Figure 5 it is observed that the
majority of the time series are close to 0 and 1, i.e., the model classifies with high confident either
leak or no-leak. There are however time series that are difficult to distinguish, which have both high
standard deviation and indefinite prediction probability. Making a decision under such conditions
is difficult. The framework for how to decide what action to take under some cost is discussed and
presented in Section 3.7.

Figure 7. 2D histogram of the mean prediction and standard deviation of all the time series in the test
data set. The majority of the time series are predicted near 0 or 1 with low standard deviation. The color
pallet have log-scale to visualize the time series that are classified with high standard deviation and
low distinction in the prediction probability.

3.4. Approximated Predictive Mean and Uncertainty
In Figure 8 we see that the accuracy around the leakage is high. We also observe areas with quite
high uncertainty. Due to the nature of the deep-learning methods, it is difficult to get insight in why
some regions are more uncertain than other. We can only expect the classifier to detect leaks if traces of
the leak have reached that particular point. There may be several reasons why we see this behavior:
The training and validation data may be too different from the test data. Time series data from the two
classes may be too alike, making it very difficult to distinguish the classes, or the natural variability
and a leak behave in some regions similar. The classifier will in these cases have a hard task, and in
some cases misclassify or be uncertain about the prediction.
Figure 9 shows kernel density estimates (KDE) of the 200 forward MC realizations for the three
different locations in Figure 8. The yellow KDE is from the area south, in a region with high uncertainty.
The distribution is almost uniform, making it very difficult to say if the time series arise from a leak
situation. The blue KDE predicts that the time series arise from a leakage situation, with quite high
confidence. This is reasonable, as the measurement is quite close to the leak locations. The cyan KDE
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shows relatively little spread, with a clear indication that this arise from a no-leak situation. Because of
the distance from the leak location, this is reasonable, as traces from the leak might not reached this
region of the area. One of the key concepts here has been to show how to model uncertainty in time
series with modern deep-learning techniques. We therefore did not put a tremendous effort into
optimization of hyper-parameters of the BCNN to improve the accuracy and decrease the uncertainty.

Figure 8. Prediction from the BCNN on the 3000T test data. (Left panel) The plot shows the predictive
mean leak probability of the 1736 nodes with 200 forward MC realization on each instance. The red
line shows where the predictive mean leak probability is above a value of 0.95. (Right panel) The plot
shows the uncertainty in the prediction. Red line shows where the standard deviation is above 0.15
indicating areas where the prediction is uncertain. See Figure 9 for more details about the uncertainty
in observation locations 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 9. Kernel density estimation (KDE) of the three observations in Figure 8. We have used
the seaborn visualization library, i.e., Gaussian kernel with Scott method for estimation the kernel
bandwidth. The KDE smoothens the empirical distribution, thus exceeding the estimate beyond the
possible range of [0, 1]. We thus limit the plot to be within the bounds, which means that this KDE does
not summarize to 1.

3.5. Detectable Area vs. Detection Probability
In Figure 10, we have plotted the area covered against the detection probability. First we observe
that the detected area is greater with larger leakages. Secondly, the 30T and 300T scenario have small
difference in percentage of area detected up to approximately 80% detection probability. Thirdly, if we
demand high prediction probability the different leak scenarios can detect an area around 1–10%,
0.1–1% and 0.1–0.01% for the 3000T, 300T, and 30T leak scenario, respectively. This gives us insight
on the size of the footprint we can detect and thus some insight in how to optimize sensor layout.
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Simulated leaks have been used to predict footprints subsequently being used to optimize sensor
layout [61–65]. They used a threshold that was based on the Cseep method [66] that is dependent on
measurements of different biochemical tracers. We argue that using deep-learning methods and BCNN
can lower this threshold, increasing the detectable footprints and thus the decreasing the number of
sensors needed to monitor a specific area.

Figure 10. Mean detection probability plotted vs. the total area covered at specific threshold.

3.6. Sensitivity Analysis
We have validated the model in the bottom layer only, because this is where the sensors can be
placed. We have additionally made two sanity checks on the generalization properties of the approach.
The first is related to how sensitive the method is if we train only on the simulations with 0T, 30T and
3000T and test this new trained model on the test data set. The second address the sensitivity if we
add some stochastic Gaussian noise to the test data.
3.6.1. Reducing the Training Data Set
The model was optimized similar to as described in Section 3.2, the only difference is that the
300T simulation scenario is removed from the training data set. The ROC for the case where the
300T scenario is removed from the training data set is presented in the right panel of Figure 11,
with associated AUC values. We observe that the AUC value is relatively high in the case with 300T,
despite no training on leaks with such size. The overall AUC is high in all cases, but with an increased
uncertainty compared to AUC values in Figure 4. In general the AUC values are relatively large
compared to training with all simulated scenarios. This suggest that the model generalizes well.
3.6.2. Adding Gaussian Noise the Test Data Set
We briefly assess the classifiers sensitivity by adding Gaussian Noise, N (0, σ ), to the test data set,
before we predict by using the same trained model as above. The noise was added to the pre-processed
time series of the test data set. We tested two cases, where we chose σ = 0.01 and σ = 0.1.
The general observation for a relatively low level of noise (σ = 0.01), is that time series with true
label no-leak had a higher uncertainty related to its prediction and the predicted value of it being
labeled as leak increased. That is the AUC has dropped from values near 1, see Figure 4, to values
around 0.8, see Figure 11. The prediction of true leaks were improved, however at the cost of more false
positives. With a noise level of 0.1, the majority of the time series were classified as leaks. This tells us
that this classifier is sensitive to small and rapid changes in the data, for data where the true label is
no-leak, which can lead us to two potential conclusions. Either rapid and relatively small changes is a
potential indicator of a leakage, or the classification is just comprised due to the additional noise. There
are studies using rapid changes as indicators of leaks, as described by Blackford et al. in [39]. This also
highlights major drawbacks of deep-learning methods, i.e., it is difficult to interpret the model and to
explain classification criteria. It is worth mentioning that if the noise also were added to the training
data, the classifier might cater for this and be more robust against such changes.
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Figure 11. (Left panel) ROC curve with Gaussian noise is simulated with a standard deviation of 0.01
is added to the test data set. The drop of in accuracy is quite large, even with relatively low level
of noise added to the test data. (Right Panel) ROC curve for the case where we have excluded the
300T scenario.

3.7. Making Decisions Based on BCNN Output with Varying Cost
In Section 2.7 we presented Algorithm 1 that can assist in taking difficult decisions during
environmental monitoring. The reminder of this Section exemplifies the use of Algorithm 1, given a
specific cost function. We have created T = 200 realizations as an approximation of the two posterior
distributions Pt (c1 |x∗ ) and Pt (c2 |x∗ ). Since we use binary classification, we have that Pt (c2 |x∗ ) =
1 − Pt (c1 |x∗ ). The 200 realization can be viewed as distinct expert opinions of what class the time
series belongs. By applying the two summary function Equations (5) and (6) to the posterior predictive
distribution we get the following decision rule in the binary classification setting, that is, we decide
action α1 if
(λ21 − λ11 ) P(c1 |x∗ ) > (λ12 − λ22 ) P(c2 |x∗ ).
Since it is difficult to estimate the real cost associated with confirming a leakage, we use a simple
cost function and vary some parameters to determine the impact of the cost function on the optimal
decision. The cost associated with confirming a no-leak situation is the baseline cost, i.e., we assign a
value of 1 for this purpose. This cost can be interpreted as the operational cost with sending a cruise
or initiate a unmanned operation to check for a leakage. We assume that the cost with confirming a
leakage is dependent on the operational cost. Furthermore, the cost of not confirming a leakage is κ
times more expensive than the operational cost. The parameter γ is the factor that describes the cost
of not confirming a leakage compared to the cost of confirming a leakage. The cost associated with
not confirming if there is no leakage is assumed to be 0. Based on these assumptions we can set up a
decision rule dependent on the summary function over the posterior distribution; confirm a leak if

( γ − 1)κ >

P ( c 1 |x∗ )
.
P ( c 2 |x∗ )

(7)

Table 3 shows the cost function in terms of true and false positives and true and false negatives.
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Table 3. Overview of the cost functions applied in this example. The cost function can be interpreted
as having no cost to doing the correct decision. Confirming a no-leak has some operational cost, e.g., a
ship must mobilize and search/confirm that there is no leakage. Confirm a leakage has a cost of κ times
the operational cost. The cost of not confirming a true leakage is gamma times the cost of confirming a
leakage. We assume there is no cost with not looking for a leak when there is no leakage.

Confirm (α1 )
Not Confirm (α2 )

Leak

No-Leak

λ11 = κ
λ21 = γλ11

λ12 = 1
λ22 = 0

In Figure 12 we show the percentage of the total area to be monitored for κ ∈ {10, 100, 1000} and
1 ≤ γ ≤ 100.

Figure 12. The figure shows the percentage of the total area to be monitored where the optimal
decision would be confirming a leak. The cost function is altered by varying the parameter κ and γ
in Equation (7) and Table 3. The three different lines represents varying κ, and the the x-axis shows
varying γ for each scenario. Increased cost difference between the operational cost and the cost of
confirming a leak, result in a higher degree of confirmation, faster. (Left Panel) The MAP of the
predictive posterior distribution. (Right Panel) The expectation of the predictive posterior distribution.
Using the mode instead of the expectation results in less confirmation/mobilization.

This cost function shows the trade-off between confirming a leak and not confirming a leak.
By using the MAP, the predictive distribution becomes more distinct on which class it belongs. We see
this in Figure 12, where the percentage area needed to be monitored under the same cost function is
significantly lower.
4. Discussion
We have presented a three-step algorithm that combines BCNNs with Bayesian decision theory,
for support in environmental monitoring. In the first step a BCNN is optimize on labeled simulated
data. In the next step, the BCNN is used to generate a posterior predictive distribution of class
labels. In the final step, the optimal monitoring strategy is calculated based on the posterior predictive
distribution and given operational costs.
Our case study indicates that MC dropout and BCNN are effective tools for detecting CO2 seeps
in marine waters. The overall predictive power is large, as seen through the ROC curve in Figure 4.
While the majority of the time series are either classified as leak or no-leak with little uncertainty,
a small proportion will be inconclusive; see Figure 5. As expected, the classification uncertainties
increase with the distance to the leak source location. This distance depends on the seep flux rates and
can be modeled from the outcome of the BCNN; see Figure 6.
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Demanding high detection probability reduces the detectable area of a monitoring location,
i.e., you will need to measure closer to a leak in order to achieve the desired accuracy; see Figure 10.
This motivates the use of optimal decision strategies, that is finding appropriate action that should be
initiated based on the prediction, its uncertainty, and costs associated with taking wrong and right
decisions. We gave an example of an optimal strategy choice in a binary classification setting in
Section 3.7 for different costs, showcasing the algorithm.
There is extensive literature, including several deep-learning approaches, on monitoring and
forecasting of air quality time series. For example Biancofiore et al. [35] used a recursive and feed
forward neural network and Freeman et al. [36] a RNN to forecast and monitor air quality from time
series data. In context of oceanography monitoring, Bezdek et al. [67] used hyper-ellipsoidal models
for detecting anomalies in a wireless sensor network and validated their approach on data from Great
Barrier Reef. None of these approaches take uncertainty into account. Ahmad [68] recently published
a literature review of machine-learning applications in oceanography.
As CO2 is naturally present in the ocean and is highly variable, it is difficult to attribute measured
CO2 to an unplanned release. Blackford et al. [39] developed pH anomaly criterion for determination of
marine CO2 leaks. This criterion is however location dependent and cannot be generalized. In contrast
to Blackford et al., our method automatically extracts features and characteristics that could be hidden
within the natural variability, potentially increasing the detection probability. Due to the costly survey
in case of confirmation of leakages, it will be of importance with information about the model’s
uncertainty, our approach provides that.
The most important strength of our approach is that it is principled and consistently uses a
probabilistic Bayesian framework for effective decision-making in the context of environmental
monitoring. A potential weakness of our case study is that we did not systematically optimize
hyper-parameters, which could potentially improve the results. Examples are increasing or decrease
the number of CNN layers, changing activation functions, loss functions, optimization procedures,
and size of filters, strides and kernel size of the convolutional layers. With respect to loss function and
activation function, we have chosen the standard techniques used in the machine-learning community
today and have not addressed these norms. With respect to size of filters, strides and kernel size
of the convolutional layers, we have only performed a small trial and error search of the possible
hyper-parameters. Looking into the model’s weights shows that quite a large part of the network is
active, suggesting that the model structure and size is relatively well-balanced. We have not found
it feasible to use a lot of time to tune the model further, as we have achieved good results with the
current hyper-parameter configuration.
Another more serious limitation is the fact that the BCNN is optimized with data based on a
limited number of simulations for a limited time period. This biases the BCNN model towards the
simulated conditions. The model can still be used in a general scenario, but its predictive power will
decrease. That is why more simulations with different forcing, leak locations and fluxes are necessary
to generate a predictive model that is more robust.
To test how well our BCNN model generalizes, we have carried out some sensitivity analyses
in Section 3.6. The general observation was that adding noise to the test data increased uncertainty
and decreased predictive accuracy. With low level of noise the prediction deteriorates, mainly because
no-leak time series is miss-classified as leaks, false positives. However, it is still able to distinguish the
two classes with relatively good success. Corruption of deep-learning models is a well know problem,
even with small alterations in the input data. This problem might have been solved by training the
model on noisy data.
A second sensitivity analysis showed that removal of the 300T data set reduced the overall
predictive power in all cases; however, the method was still able with high confident and accuracy to
predict the 300T test data set. This indicates at least good generalization properties to different leakage
fluxes, and potentially to different leakage locations.
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In this study, univariate time series was used; however, if more information were available in
terms of different sensors, measuring different geochemical markers, this framework could be extended
to a multi-variate TSC setting. Another extension could be to increase the number of classes and treat
them as a multi-label classification tasks, with the purpose to classify time series as be either of the
following classes; 0T, 30T, 300T or 3000T.
Another question we would like to study is how well our model generalizes to different locations.
One of the key concepts of CNNs is the ability to extract important features from the data. Here
the concept capability to capture key characteristics of time series that contain a leak signal or not.
In this sense, the model should generalize well to other locations. Testing this hypothesis would be an
important step towards wide-spread use of our method.
However, in our view, the most interesting extension would be to extend the framework to a
transfer learning setting. The concept of transfer learning is to use a pre-trained model and fix the
weights of the first few layers and re-train with an entirely new data set. Transfer learning has been
used with success in computer vision and other tasks, and the key benefit is that the need for data is
reduced drastically. Translation of this concept to binary TSC, where the pre-trained model would be
trained on simulation data, should be investigated closer.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AUC
BCNN
CCS
CO2
CNN
DOAJ
DTW
ERSEM
FVCOM
IOC
KDE
MAP
MDPI
MC

Area Under the Curve
Bayesian Convolutional Neural Network
Carbon Capture and Storage
Carbon dioxide
Convolutional Neural Network
Directory of open access journals
Dynamic Time Warping
European Regional Seas Ecosystem Model
Finite-Volume Community Model
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
Kernel Density Estimate
Maximum A Posteriori
Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute
Monte Carlo
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MCMC
ReLu
RNN
ROC
STEMM-CCS
TSC
UN
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Markov Chain Monte Carlo
REctified Linear Unit
Recurrent Neural Networks
Receiver Operating Characteristic
Strategies for Environmental Monitoring of Marine Carbon Capture and Storage
Time Series Classification
United Nations
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